Screening for alcohol misuse in sexual health clinics
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In this issue of the journal, Crawford et al make a useful contribution to the ongoing debate regarding whether alcohol screening and brief intervention for excessive drinkers should be delivered within sexual health clinics.

Alcohol misuse in the UK is responsible for considerable morbidity and mortality, as well as financial cost to the National Health Service, estimated at £2.9 billion in 2008–2009. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence advises that all sexual health clinics should routinely screen patients for excessive alcohol use and deliver a brief alcohol behavioural intervention (ABI) when problem drinking is identified.

A commonly held view is that intoxication due to alcohol directly causes unsafe sexual behaviour, which in turn leads to higher rates of sexually transmitted infections (STI) and unwanted pregnancies, but the evidence does not support this simplistic model. A substantial body of evidence has established that alcohol misuse is associated with both high-risk sexual behaviour, including unprotected sex with multiple partners, underage or early sexual intercourse and emergency contraception use, and with negative sexual health outcomes. A systematic review found that eight of 11 relevant studies showed a significant association between alcohol misuse and STI. However, this association does not prove causation and may be due to other confounding bias (an underlying common cause) or reverse causation. Reviews of the evidence have failed to establish a causal relationship between use of substances, including alcohol, and high-risk sexual behaviour. However, there is evidence that an underlying excitement-seeking personality type is a common causal factor for both alcohol misuse and high-risk sexual behaviour.

Self-completion screening tools have been validated for detecting problem drinking in healthcare settings (eg, Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT), AUDIT-C, Fast Alcohol Screen Test (FAST), Paddington Alcohol Test (PAT)), which only take a few (3–5) minutes to complete. Alcohol screening in sexual health clinics has been shown to be acceptable to patients. Reported rates of hazardous drinking (28%–34%) are higher among sexual health clinic attendees than in the general population (26%).

Onward referral of hazardous drinkers to specialist alcohol services has been shown not to be an acceptable strategy in the sexual health setting, suggesting that any intervention will need to be delivered immediately in the clinic.

A meta-analysis showed that brief advice for excessive alcohol consumption is effective in reducing alcohol misuse in patients across a range of medical settings other than sexual health. Of note, a systematic review showed that just being in the control group in intervention studies produced a benefit, a finding that is also apparent in randomised clinical trials (RCTs) conducted within the sexual health setting.

Although no systematic reviews or meta-analyses have been published assessing ABI in the sexual health setting, three RCTs conducted in sexual health clinics in Sydney, London and Aberdeen showed that screening for excessive alcohol consumption is acceptable in sexual health clinics and identifies high rates of hazardous drinking (S Baguley, personal communication, 2014). An important finding from two of these RCTs is that screening and simple feedback alone can lead to a significant reduction in AUDIT scores. None of these RCTs demonstrated that ABI is more effective in reducing alcohol consumption than simple feedback (S Baguley, personal communication, 2014). The methods, duration and timing of ABI delivery differed between the three RCTs. The Sydney study involved delivery of ABI (5–10 min duration) at the same appointment as screening and 74% of patients found this acceptable. Substantial reductions in both AUDIT scores and alcohol consumption were seen in both intervention and standard care arms. In contrast, the intervention group in the Crawford et al study consisted of feedback from the treating clinician (up to 3 min duration), written information and an offer of a longer appointment (up to 30 min duration) with an alcohol health worker (AHW). The authors concluded that universal screening and brief advice for excessive alcohol use did not result in significant reductions in alcohol consumption or provide a cost-effective use of resources, but it is important to note that only 20% of excessive drinkers recruited to the intervention arm actually attended for the AHW appointment, which may explain the lack of benefit in the intervention arm. The RCT in the Aberdeen sexual health clinic consisted of three study arms and compared ABI (2–5 min duration), weekly motivational text messaging (SMS) and simple feedback. Overall, there was no difference in efficacy between the intervention and control arms. However, on subgroup analysis the study demonstrated that ABI was more effective than SMS in under 25 year olds, but that SMS was superior to ABI in over 25 year olds. Simple screening and feedback was effective in reducing AUDIT scores in women, but was only effective in men aged over 25 years (S Baguley, personal communication, 2014). This study raises the question as to whether interventions may need to be tailored according to age and gender in order to be effective. In conclusion, in the sexual health setting simple feedback alone can lead to reductions in AUDIT scores but ABI has not shown superiority over simple feedback of results. As the observed reduction in hazardous drinking was not associated with a reduction in either risky sexual behaviour or adverse sexual health outcomes, these studies do not support a direct causal connection between hazardous drinking and poor sexual health.

There has been a movement in health policy towards introducing alcohol screening in sexual health clinics, which aims to reduce alcohol consumption and alcohol-related harm, but there is no evidence that this will lead to improvements in the sexual health of patients. There is evidence that alcohol screening is feasible and acceptable within the sexual health-care setting, but there is no evidence that ABI is more effective at reducing alcohol consumption than simple screening and feedback or that it reduces sexual ill-health. Simple screening and feedback may be a clinical and cost-effective strategy for managing hazardous drinkers within sexual health clinics, and more research in this area is warranted.

Health policymakers need to decide whether the role of sexual health clinics is to improve the sexual health of patients or whether their responsibility should be extended to health promotion activities that might benefit the general health of attendees, but which will not improve their sexual health. The latter approach would
mean that resources would need to be diverted away from current sexual health priorities in order to provide alcohol screening and deliver ABI within the clinic. If it is accepted that sexual health clinics should be responsible for general health promotion, should their remit then logically be expanded to incorporate screening and interventions for obesity, smoking and physical inactivity as well?

Finally, alcohol misuse is a society-wide problem, and any health policy that hopes to reduce its consequences will also need to be society-wide. It should be remembered that there is strong evidence for the effectiveness of increasing the price of alcohol, and restricting advertising and availability, in terms of reducing the considerable harm that results from the consumption of excess alcohol.2
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